The question of how to evaluate creativity in the context of creative writing has been a subject of ongoing discussion. A key question is whether something as elusive as creativity can be evaluated in a systematic way that goes beyond subjective judgments. To answer this question, we tested whether human evaluations of the creativity of short stories can be predicted by: (1) established measures of creativity and (2) computerized linguistic analyses of the stories. We conducted two studies, in which college students (with and without interest and experience in creative writing) wrote short stories based on a writing prompt. Independent raters (six in Study 1, five in Study 2) assessed the stories using an evaluation rubric specifically designed to assess aspects of creativity, on which they showed high interrater reliability. We provide evidence of convergent validity, in that the rubric evaluations correlated with established creativity measures, including measures of divergent thinking, associative fluency, and self-reported creative behavior and achievements. Linguistic properties of the short stories were analyzed with two computerized text analysis tools: Coh-Metrix, which analyzes aspects of text cohesion and readability, and Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count, which identifies meaningful psychological categories of the text content. Linguistic features predicted the human ratings of creativity to a significant degree. These results provide novel evidence that creative writing can be evaluated reliably and in a systematic way that captures objective features of the text. The results further establish our evaluation rubric as a useful tool to assess creative writing.
Creative writing is a form of expression that affords great freedom. Writers are constrained only by the limits of their imagination (and sometimes a deadline). Writing is also very personal. Good writers are thought to develop an authentic Bvoice^or writing style that makes their work unique and recognizable among others. Confirming this common perception, research has shown that students in a writing class were able to identify both famous authors and even their peers from samples of their writing (Gabora, O'Connor, & Ranjan, 2012) . This uniqueness of expression is an aspect of creative writing that is highly valued, but it poses a challenge when it comes to evaluating the creativity of a piece of writing. If every piece of writing is unique, can we nonetheless compare different pieces and evaluate them according to some objective standard, or is creativity purely subjective? We addressed this question across two studies by testing whether the objective characteristics of writers' language usage (assessed via computerized linguistic analyses) predicted how creative human judges would find their writing (assessed via rubric scoring). We also examined to what extent human evaluations of creative writing correlated with established individual difference measures of creativity, including idea generation, associative thinking, and real-life creative or artistic behaviors and achievements. The studies established the evaluation rubric as a useful and reliable approach for assessing creativity in the domain of creative writing.
Evaluating creativity: Is it all subjective?
Creativity has been defined in various ways (see, e.g., Amabile, 1983b; Boden, 1994; Guilford, 1967) . A key element of many definitions is that creative products are novel, surprising, or original (e.g., Barron, 1955; Boden, 1994; Rhodes, 1961) . In addition, definitions also commonly stress usefulness or appropriateness as important aspects of creativity (see Kampylis & Valtanen, 2010; Mumford, 2003; Runco, 1988; Sternberg & Lubart, 1999) . The question of how to evaluate creativity in the context of creative writing has been subject to ongoing discussion (e.g., Blomer, 2011; Kantor, 1975; Kaufman, Plucker, & Baer, 2008; May, 2007; Newman, 2007) . Carl Rogers (1954) , speaking more generally about all creative acts (including but not limited to creative writing), went so far as to say that we often cannot even recognize a creative product as such, because Bthe very essence of the creative is its novelty, and hence we have no standard by which to judge it^(p. 252). Thus, according to Rogers, attempts to systematically compare and evaluate a piece of writing for their creativity might potentially miss the truly creative aspects of the work.
Among those who think that we can evaluate the creativity of a piece of writing, existing approaches can be arranged on a continuum ranging from a focus on subjective judgments to a greater focus on objective evaluation criteria. On one end of the continuum are scholars who maintain that creative writing can only be evaluated on the basis of subjective liking or gut feelings (Kantor, 1975; Newman, 2007 )-a valid position, though one that poses obvious problems for the scientific study of creativity. A more empirically oriented perspective has been proposed by Amabile (1983a Amabile ( , 1996 , who developed the Bconsensual assessment technique^(CAT). This technique assigns the evaluation process to expert judges. In the domain of creative writing, this includes experienced writers, editors, and teachers. The experts are asked to make holistic evaluations of creative works according to their own idiosyncratic standards. The judges work independently and without direction. Although this technique inherently relies on subjective evaluations, the idea behind the approach is that experts base their subjective evaluations on a deeper knowledge and understanding of the field. Studies using this technique both in the domain of creative writing and for evaluating other artwork have shown that expert juries typically show impressively high agreement between raters (Kaufman & Baer, 2012; Kaufman, Baer, Cole, & Sexton, 2008; Kaufman, Gentile, & Baer, 2005; Swim, Borgida, Maruyama, & Myers, 1989 ). These findings have helped establish the Bgold standard^status of the CAT for evaluating creativity (Carson, 2006; Kaufman, Baer, & Cole, 2009 ). But because the CAT relies on subjective evaluations based on idiosyncratic standardsstandards that typically are not explicitly articulated-its effectiveness can ultimately only be judged by the level of agreement between raters.
A different approach to evaluating creativity consists of using a rubric. Rubrics typically consist of ordinal or interval scales (for instance, from poor to excellent) to systematically score various aspects of creative works based on explicitly defined criteria. This approach is frequently used to evaluate the quality of creative writing, particularly in educational settings (see Andrade, 2005; Arter & McTighe, 2000; Mozaffari, 2013; Reddy & Andrade, 2010; Rodriguez, 2008) . Many of the rubrics developed for these purposes include aspects of writing not necessarily related to creativity, such as spelling, grammar, punctuation, syntax, and textual organization. Few rubrics, however, have been developed specifically to assess novelty, originality, or other creative aspects of writing (see Mozaffari, 2013; Young, 2009 ).
Evaluation rubrics have the practical advantage of not requiring expert judges. Students can potentially even learn to use a rubric to evaluate their own writing. Another advantage of using a rubric over the CAT or similar measures is that the criteria used to determine what is considered creative are transparent and consistent, allowing students to have some insight into how their writing will be judged and how they can improve it. The rubric criteria as an assessment of creativity remain subjective. That is, judges may disagree about whether a rubric measures what they personally consider creative. However, a key assumption of the rubric approach is that judgments about the degree to which a particular piece of writing fulfills these criteria are based on more objective characteristics of the text. Of course, the effectiveness of this approach depends on the degree to which this assumption is true. Unfortunately, this issue has received little attention by researchers. As was observed by Rezaei and Lovorn (2010) , the reliability and validity of holistic writing assessment strategies have been studied for years; however, analytical rubric-based assessment has not been adequately and experimentally studied. Although analytic rubrics have emerged as one of the most popular assessment tools in progressive educational programs, there is an unfortunate dearth of information in the literature quantifying the actual effectiveness of the rubric as an assessment tool. (p. 21)
The present research addressed this issue. Our goal was to test whether human evaluations of short stories made with a creativity evaluation rubric (1) overlap with a variety of established creativity metrics and (2) can be predicted from easily quantifiable computerized metrics of the writers' language usage, and thus, from characteristics inherent in the texts. If successful, this would speak to the usefulness of using evaluation rubrics-and our rubric in particular-to measure creativity in the context of creative writing. It could also contribute to the development of future tools that might be able to evaluate creativity on the basis of automated text analyses. We conducted two studies using two participant samples: (1) psychology undergraduates, who were not recruited on the basis of any particular interest or training in creative writing, and (2) a broader sample of students (including English and other majors) who had an interest in creative writing, and some of whom reported to be aspiring writers. We asked the students to write a short story based on a writing prompt, and to complete a number of established creativity measures that assess individual differences in divergent thinking, associative fluency, and self-reported creative and artistic behavior and achievements. We then had independent raters evaluate the creativity of the short stories using a novel rubric that we adapted from an existing rubric designed to assess different aspects of creativity (Mozaffari, 2013) . In our evaluations of the short stories, we defined creativity more narrowly than the terms novelty, originality, and usefulness. As we will discuss below, the rubric included originality as one component of creativity, but it also assessed other criteria specific to creative writing. In addition to assessing interrater reliability, we validated the rubric by examining correlations between the story evaluations and the other creativity measures. This served to provide evidence that the rubric indeed, as intended, captures aspects of writing that are related to what is commonly considered creativity. We then conducted computerized analyses of the linguistic characteristics of the texts.
Automated text analyses to evaluate writing quality
Although limited work has been done to study creative writing using automated, computationally derived linguistic tools, the previous research has highlighted the potential predictive power of such tools (McNamara, Crossley, Roscoe, Allen, & Dai, 2015; Newman, Pennebaker, Berry, & Richards, 2003; Pennebaker, Chung, Frazee, Lavergne, & Beaver, 2014; Varner, Roscoe, & McNamara, 2013) . Two of the most commonly applied text analysis tools are Coh-Metrix (Graesser, McNamara, Louwerse, & Cai, 2004) and Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker, Francis, & Booth, 2001 Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010) .
Coh-Metrix produces automated measures of cohesion and readability by analyzing multiple hierarchical levels of a text. These go beyond surface level features of the text to tap causal, temporal, and intention cohesion. Cohesion reflects the characteristics of the text that contribute to the construction of a situation model (i.e., overall mental representation). These characteristics range from words to phrases to sentences that help build a coherent text representation. The metrics produced by Coh-Metrix are derived through a combination of latent semantic analysis (LSA), syntactic parsers, and traditional difficulty indices like word and sentence length. Coh-Metrix was attractive for the present research because it has been validated across several studies (see McNamara & Graesser, 2012; McNamara, Louwerse, McCarthy, & Graesser, 2010) and has been shown to successfully predict human ratings of essay quality (Crossley, Roscoe, & McNamara, 2011; Graesser et al., 2004; McNamara, Crossley, & McCarthy, 2010) -although, to date, it has not been used to predict human ratings of creativity.
LIWC is another popular text analysis tool that uniquely assesses psychologically meaningful categories, such as emotional content or social relationships (for a review, see Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010) . LIWC analyzes each word in a given text by comparing it to a set of 80 predefined dictionaries (e.g., the word Bhappy^as an example from the positive emotion dictionary), then computes the percentage of words in the text that fall in each category. Importantly, LIWC has been found to successfully predict psychologically relevant outcomes, including deception (Newman et al., 2003) , students' grades (Robinson, Navea, & Ickes, 2013) , and college academic success (Pennebaker et al., 2014) . For example, how many first-person pronouns students used in a selfintroduction essay for an undergraduate course predicted the students' final grade at the end of the course (Robinson et al., 2013) .
Previous studies have shown that Coh-Metrix and LIWC can be used to predict human ratings of student writing. These studies found that human ratings of Bgood^writing can be predicted by the sophistication of the language, as judged by linguistic indices such as lexical diversity, word frequency, and syntactic complexity (Crossley & McNamara, 2011a , 2011b Crossley et al., 2011; McNamara, Crossley et al., 2010) . However, these studies focused exclusively on predicting noncreative aspects of writing quality. The qualities that are appreciated in good creative writing seem more elusive and are not necessarily expressed through sophisticated language. Hemingway, for instance, is famous for his plain and simple writing style (e.g., Charyulu, 2016) . Thus, it was an open question whether Coh-Metrix and LIWC would be useful in the context of creative storytelling.
Only one previous study (Kim, Lee, & Lee, 2012) has explored the possible relationship between students' performance on a creativity task (divergent thinking) and their language usage, using the Korean version of LIWC (K-LIWC). However, it is important to note that the researchers did not try to predict the creativity of the writing itself from the writers' language usage. Instead, they were interested in the relationship between students' language usage in a writing task and their creativity in an unrelated task measuring divergent thinking (the alternate-uses task, which is frequently used to measure creative ability; see Guilford, 1967; Torrance, 2008) . Moreover, the students were asked to engage in Bstream-ofconsciousness writing^-that is, to write down the spontaneous thoughts that went through their head, with no explicit goal related to creativity. The authors found that 40 of the 84 K-LIWC variables correlated with students' scores on the divergent-thinking task. These results were purely exploratory and have not been replicated, so we do not put much weight on any one particular correlation, especially since there is an elevated risk of Type I errors with this high number of tests (C.
H. Lee, Kim, Lim, & Lee, 2015) . However, the findings are some of the only available evidence suggesting more globally that individual differences in performance on creativity tasks may be reflected in a person's language usage. It remains unclear, though, whether the correlations are driven by aspects of the writing that make the writing creative, or by aspects that reflect other personal characteristics.
Creative writing rubric and key features of interest
We used Coh-Metrix and LIWC indices (see the Method section for indices description) to predict three evaluative aspects of students' creative stories that have been proposed by Mozaffari (2013) to constitute the qualities of creative language: Image, Voice, and Originality. Image assesses the degree to which the writing evokes vivid mental images in the reader. This includes visual images, but also sounds, smells, physical sensations, and emotions. Writing high in Image can transport the reader into the story and/or the mind or the body of a character. It is achieved by avoiding generalizations, abstractions, and other elements of flat writing and by providing rich and concrete descriptions of events (e.g., BI tilted forward, and there I was, horizontal and flying, the cool air against my face. I flapped my arms a little, like a baby bird, and I ascended. Soon I was about 50 feet off the ground, in full flight. I put my arms out in front of me and gently circled the dry, yellow cornfield,^rather than BI stretched my arms out and began to fly.^).
Voice assesses the degree to which the author has succeeded in creating his or her own unique, recognizable voice, or writing style. This can be achieved through a variety of stylistic tools, including a unique and particular choice of words (e.g., rare, old-fashioned, or slang words, words that are untypical in the particular context of the story, or self-created words or expressions; e.g., Bthe buttermilky fog,^Bher don'tgive-a-damn clothes^), use of interesting or sophisticated sentence structures and punctuation, use of metaphors and other tropes, or through a unique perspective or attitude of the narrator (e.g., sarcasm, wittiness, darkness).
Originality assesses to what degree the story idea or plotline is original, that is, unlike other stories. The comparison here is both with stories from other study participants and with other familiar stories (e.g., from popular books, plays, comic books, movies, TV shows, musicals, tales, and urban legends). Thus, this criterion can be said to capture the novelty aspect common in many definitions of creativity (Barron, 1955; Boden, 1994; Rhodes, 1961) , whereas the other criteria capture other aspects more specific to the domain of writing.
These three aspects were measured with a rubric that we adapted from an existing rubric developed by Mozaffari (2013). 1 Mozaffari's rubric was designed with the specific goal of capturing aspects of writing that make a story creative (rather than merely Bgood writing^). The rubric addressed the shortcomings of previous rubrics, which contained criteria that were either too general or vague (e.g., story is original), or irrelevant to creativity (e.g., correct grammar and spelling). However, Mozaffari's rubric has not been used or further refined by independent researchers, raising questions about its reliability and ease of scoring, and its applicability to different texts. We made small modifications to the rubric that served to make it more easily applicable. Specifically, we edited the descriptions of the evaluation criteria to make them less ambiguous (our raters initially had problems understanding the scoring criteria), and we slightly modified the rating scale.
Mozaffari's (2013) rubric also had not been validated with other creativity measures. Thus, the degree to which the rubric succeeded in capturing aspects of creativity is unknown. Our research addressed this evidence gap by testing to what extent evaluations of participants' short stories with our modified rubric correlate with established measures of creativity that could reasonably be expected to correlate with creative writing skills.
Before writing the short stories, participants completed the following creativity measures: (1) the alternate-uses task, a frequently used measure of a divergent thinking (Guilford, 1967; Torrance, 2008) . In this task, participants are asked to come up with as many unusual and creative uses as possible for common objects. Because the task requires original thinking, it is conceivable that greater performance on the task would be associated with creative writing skills, and with developing a unique voice. (2) Compound remote associates problems, which are verbal problems designed to measure associative fluency (Gabora, 2010; Mednick, 1962) . Because the problems converge on a single solution, they are also often regarded as a measure of convergent creativity (Bowers, Regehr, Balthazard, & Parker, 1990; Zedelius & Schooler, 2015) . Performance on these problems has also been found to correlate with intelligence and, in particular, verbal ability (e.g., C. S. Lee, Huggins, & Therriault, 2014) . For these reasons, they can be expected to correlate with creative writing ability. (3) Finally, participants answered a questionnaire assessing their real-life creative behaviors and achievements (Dollinger, 2003) . Such behaviors and achievements may reflect creative ability and/or an interest in the arts, and may thus be related to creative writing. In sum, we predicted that participants' scores on these creativity measures would correlate moderately with their short story evaluations from the rubric scoring.
Method

Participants and sample size determination
We expected that the correlations between the rubric scores and the other creativity measures and linguistic features would range from small to medium effect sizes, on the basis of previous studies predicting rubric-based assessments from computational linguistic features (Crossley & McNamara, 2011a) . Based on Harris's (1985) formula for determining minimal sample size (described in Van Voorhis & Morgan, 2007) , regression analyses with up to seven predictors would require an absolute minimum of 70 participants. To be able detect correlations with small effect size, we aimed for a higher number, and terminated data collection at the end of the academic quarter.
The participants in Study 1 were 133 undergraduate students (88 female, 44 male, and one who did not indicate gender; mean age = 19.3 years, SD = 1.4). All of the participants majored in psychology and participated in the study in exchange for course credit.
The participants in Study 2 were 128 undergraduate students (83 female, 44 male, and one who did not indicate gender; mean age = 20.1 years, SD = 3.8). The students participated in exchange for money. The major difference in Study 2 was that we made a specific effort to recruit a more heterogeneous sample of participants, including students with an interest in creative writing. We recruited the participants through e-mails and flyers targeting students in the university's English department and the College of Creative Studies, who are interested in creative writing. Th eparticipants' majors were in English, communication, comparative literature, psychology, film and media, Bundecided,^or other fields (including fields not directly related to creativity or writing). Of the participants in Study 2, when asked whether they would describe themselves as an aspiring writer, 30.5% responded Byes,^27.3% responded Bno,^and 42.2% responded Bnot sure.^Moreover, when asked how many hours they spent on writing or writing-related activities (e.g., editing or research for a writing project) in an average week, 18.8% responded Bnone-less than an hour,^28.9% B1-2 hours,^35.9% B3-5 hours,^9.4% B6-8 hours,^6.3% B9-11 hours,^and 0.8% B12 hours or more.^There was no overlap between participants across the two studies.
Materials and procedure
Participants performed a battery of creativity measures, in counterbalanced order, followed by a creative writing assignment.
Alternate uses task (AUT) Participants were asked to generate unusual or creative uses for two objects; a tin can and a cardboard box (order counterbalanced). They were given 90 s for each object. Responses were scored by independent raters for fluency (number of valid uses) and originality (a more subjective assessment of how rare or creative each use was); uses that were unusual but not specific to the given object (e.g., Bthrow it into the ocean^) were not considered original.
Compound remote associates (CRA) problems CRA problems are verbal problems often used as a measure of associative fluency (Bowers et al., 1990; Mednick, 1962) . On each trial, participants are shown three words (e.g., Bboard, magic, death^), and are asked to find a fourth word that can be combined with each word in the set to form a compound word or phrase (the solution in this example is Bblack,^as in Bblack board,^Bblack magic,B black death^). Because the solution word is a remote (i.e., weak) associate of each of the target words, solving the problems requires accessing a wide network of distantly associated words in memory (e.g., Benedek & Neubauer, 2013; Garbora, 2010) while inhibiting strongly associated words that aren't correct solutions (see, e.g., Harkins, 2006) .
Participants received 32 CRA problems. For each problem, they were given 30 s to indicate via button press that they had found the solution. After pressing the button, they had 10 s to type in their answer.
Creative Behavior Inventory (CBI) short form The CBI short form (Dollinger, 2003 ) is a 28-item self-report measure of creative and artistic behaviors and achievements on a 4-point scale ranging from never did this to did this more than five times. The items describe activities and accomplishments in the visual, literary, and performing arts and crafts. Cronbach's alpha in the present studies was .90 in both Studies 1 and 2.
Creative writing assignment The creative writing assignment was given at the end of the study session. Participants were given 20 min to write a short fictional story on the computer (using the text editing program Microsoft Word). They were instructed to use the following writing prompt as the basis for their story:
Create a character who has suddenly and unexpectedly attained some sort of power. In the wider perception of the world the level of authority may be small or great, but for this person, the change is dramatic. Write about the moment in which your character truly understands the full extent of his or her newfound power for the first time.
Coh-Metrix indices
We used the five commonly applied principal components from Coh-Metrix to predict short story evaluations based on the rubric. These components have been found to explain over 50% of the variability in texts across grade levels and text categories (including narrative and informational texts; Graesser, McNamara, & Kulikowich, 2011) : (1) Narrativity reflects how well the text aligns with the narrative genre by conveying a story, procedure, or sequence of actions and events. Texts higher in narrativity are more conversational and more Bstory-like^.
(2) Deep cohesion is computed on the basis of the degree to which different ideas in the text are cohesively tied together with connective words signifying causality or intentionality. (3) Referential cohesion reflects how well content words and ideas are connected to each other across the entire text. Texts higher in referential cohesion have greater overlap between sentences throughout the story with regard to explicit content words and noun phrases. (4) Syntactic simplicity is computed on the basis of the simplicity of the syntactic structures in the text. Simple syntax uses fewer words and simpler sentence structures with fewer embedded sentences that require the reader to hold information in working memory. (5) Word concreteness is computed on the basis of the degree to which words in the text evoke concrete mental images that are easier to process than abstract words.
LIWC dimensions
We used LIWC version 2015 to analyze participants' writing. LIWC contains more than 80 different measures of text content and style, which are all highly specific (e.g., swearwords; categories such as, Bfriend,^Bhome,^etc.). LIWC is particularly attractive because some of its produced indices seem theoretically irrelevant to creativity (at least as measured by the rubric). However, using over 80 indices in our analyses was an unnecessary approach, since many indices were theoretically irrelevant to assessing creativity and, in addition, a number of the indices are highly intercorrelated. Therefore, instead of using all 80 + indices as potential predictors of creativity, we opted for a hypothesis-driven approach and selected a small number of LIWC indices that were theoretically relevant to the criteria according to which the rubric's measures were evaluated. We opted for this approach in order to reduce the risk of model overfitting, to avoid Type I errors, and to yield results that could be more readily interpreted. Although the rubric contains some aspects that likely cannot easily be related to specific LIWC indices (e.g., an Bunreliable narrator^as a stylistic tool), other aspects (e.g., concrete descriptions of visual, auditory, and sensory details or the use of rare words) may be captured by particular LIWC indices, making the hypothesis-driven approach feasible.
Because writing rich in Image was characterized in the rubric as vividly bringing to live images, sounds, smells, tastes, thoughts, feelings, and bodily sensations, we selected the following five LIWC indices as candidates to capture these specific aspects: (1) Insight: This category contains words such as Bthink,^Bknow,^Bconsider^-words that can be used to describe thoughts, feelings, and internal images (BI imagined opening my arms and leaping off the balcony^). (2) Writing that scores high in Voice has been described as using stylistic tools such as choice of particular or unusual words (e.g., rare or old-fashioned words or informal words), noteworthy sentence structures (e.g., very short or very long sentences), punctuation (e.g., many hyphens, colons, etc.), and a particular emotional tone or narrative attitude. We predicted that these aspects might be captured by the following six LIWC variables: (1) Informal language: This category comprises informal language such as swear words, netspeak (Blol^), and nonfluencies like Ber,^Bumm,^relevant to the scoring of Voice. (2) Dictionary words: This is the number of words from the LIWC dictionary a text contains. We selected this variable because broad and varied word usage may be useful for creating a unique voice. (3) Number of words per sentence, (4) Punctuation, and (5) Use of commas specifically: These three categories are simple counters of words per sentence, punctuation marks, and commas. They were selected because they appear relevant to creating noteworthy sentence structures or using punctuation for stylistic purposes. (6) Authenticity: This variable measures how personal and honest a person's language sounds to listeners. Language scoring high in authenticity contains many first-person words and presenttense verbs, among other features. This variable was selected because authentic language may be indicative of a particular narrative attitude that helps create a recognizable voice.
Originality scores reflected whether a story idea or plot is original, as compared to others. Thus, in contrast to Image and Voice, Originality is defined largely contextually (i.e., original relative to other stories) and is therefore more difficult to relate to specific linguistic features inherent in the text. We therefore chose not to select specific theoretically driven LIWC indicators to predict Originality. We nonetheless conducted exploratory regression analyses with all LIWC indicators included as predictors in order to test whether Originality can be systematically predicted by the LIWC categories. We report those results after the hypothesis-specific results for Image and Voice.
Other measures
Other questionnaire measures unrelated to creativity were administered as part of another study, and those are not reported here.
Rubric scoring
The stories were rated by independent raters (six [two men, four women] in Study 1, five [two men, three women], in Study 2), which included the first author and undergraduate students from the Psychology and English departments. None of the raters had been participants in either study. The raters were blind to the identity of the writers (including any demographic or creativity measures) and rated the stories in a pseudorandomized order. Raters were trained in using the adapted rubric to evaluate sample stories for Image, Voice, and Originality using a 3-point scoring system (poor, fair, very good). A 4-point scoring system (as proposed by Mozaffari, 2013) was initially considered, but it became obvious during the training process that the highest scores (3 and 4) could not be reliably distinguished. (The adapted rubric and scoring key can be found in the Appendix.) All raters rated all stories. After having rated 20% of the stories, any noteworthy discrepancies in their ratings were discussed before continuing to rate the remaining stories. The raters' average scores were used as the final measures for analysis purposes. Finally, the raters also made subjective Bgut feeling^evaluations, on a scale from 1 (Do not like at all) to 10 (Like very much). However, in retrospect, because these ratings were made immediately following the rubric evaluations, we do not think they can be interpreted as an independent holistic measure of creativity. We therefore do not report results associated with these ratings.
Results
Reliability and validity of the rubric evaluations
First we tested the reliability and convergent validity of the rubric scores. As Tables 1 and 2 show, the three measures (Voice, Image, and Originality) of the rubric are all moderately correlated with each other (r = .30 to .64 in Study 1, r = .41 to .69 in Study 2), indicating that they measure related but distinct aspects of creative writing. We then tested whether the three measures can be assessed with high interrater reliability, a question that was not directly tested in Mozaffari's (2013) original study. We used a fully crossed design in which all raters rated all stories. Hence, in line with Hallgren's (2012) recommendation, we used the average-measures intraclass correlation (ICC) to assess interrater reliability. We found it psychologically meaningful and justifiable to treat the rating scale as an ordinal scale, so that disagreements between raters of greater magnitude (ratings of Bpoor^vs. Bvery good^) would be penalized more than disagreements of smaller magnitude (e.g., Bpoor^vs. Bfair^). Raters showed excellent reliability. In Study 1, the ICCs were .93 for Image, .92 for Voice, and .90 for Originality. In Study 2, the ICCs were .90 for Image, .91 for Voice, and .86 for Originality.
To assess the convergent validity of the adapted rubric, we tested whether the rubric's measures of creative writing correlated with the other creativity measures. The correlations for both studies are shown in Tables 1 and 2. As can be seen, the correlations were moderate and significant, but for a few exceptions. For the psychology undergraduate sample in Study 1, Image and Voice were correlated with nearly all other measures of creativity (the only exception being the nonsignificant correlation between Image and fluency on the AUT), whereas Originality failed to correlate consistently with the other creativity measures. Among the broader student sample (Study 2), Image, Voice, and Originality showed consistent correlations with performance on the creativity tasks. This is first Table 3 lists the coefficients for both studies. Referential cohesion emerged as the most consistent predictor across both studies, significantly predicting both Image and Voice. The negative direction of the relationships indicates that less cohesion was predictive of higher creativity scores. Image was also predicted by deep cohesion and word concreteness consistently over both studies. Originality was less consistently predicted by the Coh-Metrix variables: Only syntactic simplicity was significantly related to Originality, and this realtionship was limited to Study 2.
Computerized text analyses
LIWC Given the high number of indices produced by LIWC (over 80), a set of hypothesis-driven LIWC measures were used to predict Image (insight, see, hear, feel, body) and Voice (informal language, dictionary words, number of words per sentence, punctuation, use of commas, authenticity). We conducted separate regression analyses to predict Image and Voice from the specific LIWC variables in each study (four analyses total). The results are shown in Tables 4 and 5. We also conducted two exploratory regression analyses with Originality as the dependent variable (separately for each study), the results of which are reported below. For Image, the total variance explained was 37.6% for Study 1 and 39.4% for Study 2. Image was consistently and negatively predicted by the category insight. It was positively predicted by words from the category feel, and it also showed a significant association with body-related words in Study 1 and a statistically trending relationship in Study 2. Contrary to our prediction, words related to seeing and hearing did not predict Image scores.
For Voice, the total variance explained by the LIWC categories was 45.4% for Study 1 and 31.5% for Study 2. Voice was consistently positively predicted by language categorized as authentic, and negatively predicted by number of words in the LIWC dictionary (i.e., fewer dictionary words corresponded to higher Voice scores). We also found an association between punctuation and Voice scores that was significant in Study 1 and trending in Study 2. Informal words predicted Voice scores only in Study 1, and commas only in Study 2. Words per sentence did not predict Voice scores.
For Originality, which was defined largely contextually, we did not select specific LIWC indicators but conducted exploratory regression analyses in which all nonredundant LIWC indicators were included. The overall regression model was not significant for either Study 1 [F(90, 132) = 1.281, p = .188] or Study 2 [F(90, 127) = 1.390, p = .131]. 2
Discussion
Creative writing is a highly valued form of artistic expression. It is also highly valuable for creativity research. As an ecologically valid measure of real-world creativity, it can be a useful 2 The same exploratory analyses performed with Image and Voice as dependent variables did yield significant overall models [Image: Study 1, F(90, 132) = 3.489, p < .001; Study 2, F(90, 127) = 2.969, p < .001; Voice: Study 1, F(90, 132) = 3.130, p < .001; Study 2, F(90, 127) = 2.185, p < .005].. Story Originality r = .031 p = .731 r = .267 p = .002 r = .199 p = .025 r = .262 p = .003 CBI r = .173 p = .049 r = .055 p = .538 r = .176 p = .044 AUT Fluency r = .228 p = .009 r = .236 p = .007 AUT Originality r = .105 p = .233 alternative or addition to the more artificial tasks and problems typically used to measure aspects of creativity in the lab. Most research that has assessed creative writing has employed the CAT to evaluate creativity. Although this approach has been shown to yield highly valid and reliable evaluations (see Kaufman & Baer, 2012) , it comes with some practical concerns, since it relies on willing experts or quasi-experts to participate as judges, sometimes under budget and time constraints. Moreover, although useful as an evaluative tool, it provides little insight into what makes one piece of writing more creative than another. An alternative approach, often used in educational settings and educationally relevant research, is the use of systematic evaluation rubrics. Our goal was to explore whether human judgments of creativity made with an evaluation rubric can be predicted by computerized linguistic analyses of the same stories. This would provide evidence that the rubric indeed captures aspects of creativity inherent in the text itself. Raters evaluated short stories from student using an evaluation rubric-our own slightly modified version of an existing rubric (Mozaffari, 2013)-specifically designed to assess three aspects of creativity; the extent to which the writing speaks to the imagination (Image), the extent to which the writing has a distinctive voice or style (Voice), and the extent to which a story is original. Our findings showed that the raters attained excellent interrater reliability. The reliability was higher than in Mozaffari's original study, suggesting that our modifications to the original rubric achieved their goal of making the rubric easier to apply. We further extended Mozaffari's work by showing that creative writing scores made with the rubric correlated with individual differences measures of creativity not directly related to the writing task. Specifically, we found that, in both studies, students' scores for Image and Voice correlated with their self-reported creative and artistic behaviors and achievements, and with their performance on the divergent thinking task (particularly originality scores) and associative fluency. Originality scores from the rubric showed somewhat inconsistent relationships with the other creativity measures. Among the broader student sample with an interest in creative writing (Study 2), originality was correlated with performance on the divergent thinking and associative fluency tasks (though not with self-reported creative behavior), but among the group of psychology undergraduates (Study 1), originality scores for the stories were correlated only with originality scores on the divergent thinking task. All in all, these correlations provide first evidence that the rubric measures are related to other aspects of a person's creativity and artistic expression, thus validating the rubric as a tool for assessing creativity. This is important, since the rubric was specifically designed with the All punctuation β = .287 p = .031 β = .147 p = .094
Comma β = .090 p = .324 β = .278 p = .001 Informal language β = .234 p = .004 β = .019 p = .819 goal of identifying writing that is not merely Bgood,^but creative. This is also what distinguishes the rubric from other existing rubrics, which tend to place a greater emphasis on correct spelling and grammar or sophisticated writing (see Andrade, 2005; Young, 2009 ). The correlations are also interesting in their own right, in so far as they speak to the domain generality or specificity of creativity and the relationship between creative writing and other creative skills or abilities (Baer, 1991; Silvia, Kaufman, & Pretz, 2009 ). Previous studies have reported mixed evidence for a relationship between students' creative writing ability and performance on other types of creative tasks (Baer, 1991; Kaufman, Evans, & Baer, 2010) . The correlations we observed between creative writing evaluations and our other creativity measures are all positive, suggesting some overlap among students' skills at writing in a way that is image-rich, original, and has a unique voice, their ability to generate original ideas and find connections between remotely associated words or concepts, and their engagement in creative or artistic behaviors. The correlations are of small to moderate in size, however, and it is unclear to what extent they may be attributed to shared creative processes underlying these different tasks or other factors, such as motivation, intelligence, personality (e.g., openness), or interest in artistic pursuits (see Wolfradt & Pretz, 2001) . Further research will be needed to explore this question further.
After having established reliability and validity of our rubric evaluations of creativity, our main question of interest was whether the rubric scores correlated with linguistic features of the texts, analyzed with the text analysis tools Coh-Metrix and LIWC. This question was of major interest to us because the rubric can only be a valuable alternative to subjective evaluation methods if it is indeed based on objective characteristics of the text. Of the five principal component measures derived from Coh-Metrix-narrativity, syntaxtic simplicity, word concreteness, referential cohesion, and deep cohesion-referential cohesion emerged as a consistent predictor of Image and Voice (but not Originality). Image was also predicted by deep cohesion and word concreteness, again consistently over both studies. Originality, however, was more difficult to predict from linguistic features. Syntactic simplicity predicted Originality in Study 2, but not in Study 1. Given the nonreplication, this finding should be interpreted cautiously and reexamined in future research.
What is perhaps most interesting about these findings is that greater levels of deep cohesion and referential cohesion were predictive of lower scores or Image and Voice. Cohesion (achieved through cohesive devices such as reference, conjunction, identifiers of causal relationships or intentionality, and repetition of important content words) is important for building coherent textual representations in the mind of readers, and has been linked to text quality. However, it has previously been found that the relationship between cohesion and text quality is not necessarily straightforward (Crossley & McNamara, 2011) . Texts low in cohesion force the reader to make inferences to bridge conceptual gaps and make connections in text that are not explicitly stated (McNamara, 2001; McNamara, Crossley et al., 2010; O'Reilly & McNamara, 2007) . This makes low cohesive texts more difficult to comprehend, but only for readers with little background knowledge. It is possible that stories with low cohesion, because they require more work on the part of the reader and stimulate inferences (Graesser et al., 2011) , may also be perceived as more creative, since they leave more to the reader's imagination.
In trying to predict creativity scores from the 80 + measures assessed by LIWC, we focused on linguistic features and psychological constructs that we expected to be most relevant to the rubric measures. Because Originality was defined largely contextually (i.e., how unique a plot or story idea was in comparison to the other stories), we did not try to predict Originality from specific hypothesis-driven LIWC categories. We did, however, conduct exploratory analyses with all LIWC indices as predictors, which yielded nonsignificant results for the overall models in both studies. The LIWC measures are meant to capture the percentage of words that fall in a predefine category, which is likely not able to capture a story's originality. Future work trying to predict originality from computational linguistic tools may attempt to compare stories using topic models (Blei, 2012) , which could assess how different topics are across essays, for instance.
On the basis of the rubric's scoring criteria for Image (writing high in Image should vividly bring to live images, sounds, smells, tastes, thoughts, feelings, and bodily sensations), we thought that words related to cognitive and sensory processes and bodily experiences would be the most likely predictors. According to our expectations, Image was consistently (over both studies) predicted by words related to bodily sensations and characteristics of the body (the categories feel and body). Interestingly, words related to sensory processes, specifically seeing and hearing (see, hear) did not predict Image, suggesting that descriptions of visual and auditory experiences are not as evocative of mental images as descriptions focusing on emotional and bodily sensations. Words describing thought processes (the insight category) significantly predicted Image, but negatively so. A possible explanation could be that words describing thought processes (e.g., a character reflecting on what they Bthink,^Bknow,^or Bconsider^to be true, rather than a character simply experiencing the world) may be rather abstract. The Image criterion is characterized more by concrete descriptions of events (consistent with its positive relationship with word concreteness found in the Coh-Metrix analyses).
For the rubric category voice-for which evaluation criteria highlighted the use of stylistic tools, punctuation, and narrative attitude-we expected that linguistic features (e.g., punctuation, sentence length, used of informal words, and language authenticity) more than psychological content categories would be likely predictors. Authentic language (this is characterized by frequent use of the first person perspective and present tense and by avoiding relatives or comparison words) indeed positively predicted Voice scores. So did punctuation, although commas specifically and sentence length (words per sentence) each predicted Voice scores only in one of the two studies. Informal language likewise was related to Voice only in the first of the two studies. Thus, these findings need to be interpreted with caution, and should be replicated. Interestingly, the more words from the dictionary a writer used, the lower their score on Voice. This negative relationship could mean that using more unique or very rare words, rather than stereotypical dictionary words, contributes to the perception that the writer created their own voice.
Although our predictions for the LIWC analyses were based on somewhat tentative hypotheses, and not all our findings are replicated in both studies, most findings show a consistent pattern over both studies, despite the different participants samples. Thus, although these findings certainly warrant further replication, they are encouraging in that they suggest that human ratings of creativity can at least to some extent be predicted from objectively measured linguistic features of the texts.
Limitations
The present research has noteworthy limitations-some related to the broader question of how to measure and quantify creativity, whereas others relate to the specific tools and analyses used here to assess features of creative language.
Many definitions of creativity stress novelty and originality as key aspects of creativity. These aspects are also contained in the way we operationalized creativity here in the context of writing, in so far as novelty is important for creating a unique voice and novelty and originality are integral to coming up with an original idea for a story. Novelty and originality are notoriously difficult to quantify because they are highly context-dependent. Whether a piece of work is deemed new or original depends in part on who judges the piece and how much knowledge they have of the domain in which creativity is evaluated (Kaufman & Baer, 2012) . It also depends on the reference group within which a creative product has emerged and is to be evaluated (Silvia et al., 2008) . In our research we explicitly defined the Originality criterion in a contextdependent manner. We think that this was the reason Originality was difficult to predict from features inherent in the text. The originality of participants' stories correlated with their performance on independent creativity measures (more so in Study 2), but unlike with Image and Voice, we failed to predict it consistently from the Coh-Metrix components and LIWC indicators. This demonstrates the clear limits of computerized and exclusively text-based evaluation methods of creativity. However, computerized text-based evaluations can still be highly valuable as part of a repertoire of creativity measures, including expert evaluations. In future research, it would therefore be interesting to include the CAT as an alternative evaluation approach and to test the extent to which computerized text analyses overlap with it and differ from it.
Other limitations of our studies concern the specific text analysis methods we used. We selected two frequently used yet methodologically very different text analysis tools: Coh-Metrix for its ability to analyze coherence and cohesion at various hierarchical levels of a text, and LIWC for its focus on psychologically meaningful categories of text content. Coh-Metrix, with its five established principal components, was well suited for conducting data-driven analyses to predict creativity. LIWC, with its 80 + measures of punctuation and content words presented more of a challenge for conducting datadriven, exploratory analyses. Predicting an outcome from that many variables poses an elevated risk of Type I errors (and statistically correcting for multiple comparisons may in turn make it hard to detect small effects). To address this concern, we decided to take a hypothesis-driven approach, selecting specific LIWC predictors that we thought were theoretically relevant to the criteria according to which the rubric's measures were evaluated. This approach still presented us with palpable limits, because a writer has an infinite number of stylistic and other tools at their disposal to bring a scene or a character to live or to create a unique, recognizable voice. Some of the examples mentioned in the rubric could reasonably be expected to relate to particular word usage or punctuation, but others perhaps can't be captured at all at the level of individual word categories. Moreover, the hypotheses we formulated could easily be replaced by various other theoretically plausible hypotheses. Thus, LIWC is perhaps not the ideal tool for assessing creative language. However, given the success of LIWC for predicting other psychologically relevant outcomes (Newman et al., 2003; Pennebaker et al., 2014; Robinson et al., 2013) , this should be examined further in future research.
Although we point out that there are clear limitations to evaluating creative writing using automatized linguistic analysis, we want to stress that our goal was not to develop an automatized scoring system that could predict creativity with great certainty or replace human evaluations. At this point, computerized metrics cannot fully comprehend and appreciate a writer's ability to come up with highly novel or beautiful metaphors or a highly captivating story. Moreover, they cannot easily put a text into a broader context, be it a cultural or historical context or a comparison with other stories. The limited results for Originality scores illustrate that point. However, our results are the first one to suggest that something as seemingly subjective and ephemeral as whether a story speaks to the imagination or is written in a strong voice can have some basis in objective features of the text.
Conclusion
The present results provide novel evidence that creative writing can be evaluated reliably and in a systematic way with an evaluation rubric that captures aspects of creative language. Over two studies, our results showed that human ratings of creativity made with the help of a rubric can to some extent be predicted from objectively measured linguistic features of the texts. These results establish the evaluation rubric as a useful tool to assess creative writing and demonstrate Bproof-of-concept^evidence that at least some aspects of creative writing can be captured by computerized measures-evidence that warrants more attention in follow-up studies. We hope that future research will follow up on these findings. Future work should continue to explore creativity through systematic assessments of creative writing, using a combination of subjective holistic evaluations and reliable and validated evaluation rubrics and linguistic analyses. ased on our rating experience: Having about 1-3 rich details (depends how rich) tends to make a story a 2, having more than 3 will likely make it a 3 ➔ see Table 6 .
-The text lacks these elements of flat writing -Abstractions: referring directly to concepts which cannot be experienced through the senses (e.g., Blove,B hopelessness^) -Generalizations: using words that are too vague to be visualized (e.g., Beverything,^Bher life^) without further elaboration 
Voice
The author has created his/her own unique, recognizable voice. A voice is unique and recognizable if you, when reading another piece by the same author, would recognize that it is written by the same author. This can be achieved through purposefully (i.e., in a way that makes sense, not randomly) using stylistic tools (/physical/visible style) such as:
particular choice of words, e.g., rare words, words not typically used in that context, old-fashioned words, slang words, interjections (Oh! Wow!); comic-book words (Bswoooosh^); self-created words or expressions (Bthe buttermilky fog,^Bher don't-give-a-damn clothes^); jargon sentence structures, e.g., mixing very short with very long sentences; long, unbroken stream-of-consciousness type sentences; sequential build-up of action (Beverything around him stopped: the people froze, his hotdog which flew out of his hand froze, the cars froze, and everything just froze (except Sam).^) frequent use of metaphors or comparisons (BHis alarm screamed at the top of its lungs^) italic or bold print, all-caps, particular punctuation, paragraph spacing It can also be achieved by through a unique perspective or attitude of the narrator, for instance:
-Humor, sarcasm, wittiness -Darkness (e.g., written like a horror story); lightheartedness (e.g., like a lovely, innocent, peaceful story for kids) -Deliberate simplicity or complexity (e.g., BHe was a baker. But that day, being a baker was less fun than usual. Baking the bread did not give him pleasure. It was written rather realistically, not like a fantasy story, and the narrator clearly was convinced of her power which, to an outside observer, seems more like a dream or wishful/desperate fantasy: BShe could breathe underwater. She could speak to the dolphins, stingrays, and clown fish. [. . .] until the sunset broke, when she was forced to swim back to shore and return to her bedroom back on earth [. . .] crawl back under the covers and wait for her mother to come get her.^) -Special narrator (e.g., perspective of a very young child or an alien who thinks and speaks in a way that's very different from our way of thinking and speaking) -Interesting choice of who narrates (e.g., story in form of an obituary, newspaper report, chatroom conversation, text-message conversation, interview, etc.)
Based on our rating experience: Using some stylistic tools OR having a unique perspective or attitude of the narrator tends to make a story a 2. Having both will likely make it a 3. But having voth is not required for a 3. Using many stylistic tools (without the perspective/attitude) OR having a very unique perspective or attitude of the narrator (without stylistic tools) can each also make it a 3.
Examples from the study -BFirst there was an alien invasion, then there was that weird announcement, then there were the floating rocks in the sky, and finally there was this. [. . .] Out of Reina's limp form a glowing flower was blooming, facing towards Cordelia the way other flowers face the sun. It beckoned her. In some way that Cordelia couldn't understand, she felt compelled towards it, to touch it and see what would happen.^(76) -BIt was a pitiful existence, and it led to this day, where blood was meant to leak upon the pavement, and my life was to end. [. . .] I reached out to him, and reaped his soul straight from his body, tearing through his chest with my grim hands, all in a dark mist, which resonated from the ground. The next words came through, from a memory long ago: 'I am death, the destroyer of worlds,' and with that a scythe materialized in a purple mist, and my eyes grew dark. I realized what I had been given, a power to correct the evils of man, to fight like my uncle did long ago. In my death, the reaper was born.^(25) -BDiana had first met Isabel when she moved from Boston to this small town of Fresno and she sat next to her in English. Both immediately hit it off, expressing their weird love for Shakespeare that no one else could ever understand. And from that moment, they became best friends. To Diana, Shakespeare gave her an escape from her normal boring life and inspired her to write her own short stories, mainly about the dreams that she would have throughout the day. Everything from her prince on a white horse to a ghost chasing her down the hallway, she wrote it out into her daily diary which now was a collection of all of her short stories (or dreams).^(62)
Originality
The story plot or basic idea is original, that is, it is very much unlike the other stories in the pile, and unlike other familiar stories (e.g., stories you know from books, movies, TV shows, tales and urban myths, etc.).
(A story can be original if it resembles some obscure story you've read or seen before but aren't even sure other people have heard of. It's not original if it resembles every other wellknown comic book or movie) Originality can be achieved in different ways, such as:
-The power is an unusual power or a not-so-unusual power gained or executed in an unusual or unexpected way (e.g., unusual context or boundary conditions) -The author made an unusual or unexpected choice about where the plot would lead (e.g., the story starts out like a kitschy teenage romance but ends in an unexpectedly dark place; the story starts very realistically and ends up being unexpectedly mystical; the story starts out dark but becomes unexpectedly funny) -The author made an unusual or unexpected choice in the face of this particular writing prompt, such as: taking the concept of power literally (having power in the sense of being able to rule over or boss around other people) or interpreting it in some other way that's very different from the typical interpretation -The characters or setting are very unusual (e.g., animals or aliens as main characters; story set on a different planet)
Examples from the study -BWhat if one day you woke up and discovered that you could snap your fingers and the meal you were thinking of would appear just like that! [. . .] While Amanda could not turn invisible or fly, like she always thought powers were, she was very satisfied and proud of her power because besides getting what she wanted, she was able to help a greater society.^(12) -BNo matter how hot he would raise the water to him, that it did not feel hot.
[. . .] The once always boiling hot oatmeal that he was used to, now was too cold as well.
[. . .] His warmed toned skin by the end of the day now seemed a faint blue. All these changes frightened him. After all he was a man that liked for everything to be normal, expected.^(16) -BI finally have a superpower. I mean, it's superhuman . . . that's for sure. An incredibly underwhelming superpower, I have to admit. It is the ability to know who hasn't washed their hands after using the bathroom.^(31)
Each story is rated along all three criteria, using a 1-3 rating scale. Table 6 explains what ratings of 3, 2, and 1 mean. 
